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EIT Climate‐KIC is a European knowledge and innovation community
working to accelerate the transition to a zero‐carbon economy through
whole systems transformation

We educate the next
generation of Climate
entrepreneurs and change
makers

We bring together partners from
academia, business and
cities/regions on major
innovation projects

We run the world’s
largest climate change
start‐up accelerator

Our Partners
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Reinventing Cities
Seeking creative minds with a vision for a
greener urban future
Initiated by the C40 Cities Climate Leadership
Group and made possible thanks to the
support of Climate KIC and ofo, Reinventing
Cities is an unprecedented global competition
to drive carbon neutral and resilient urban
regeneration.
14 cities have identified together 31
underutilized spaces to redevelop, including
several empty plots of various sizes and
abandoned buildings, historical mansions,
underused markets, a former airport site, car
parks to transform, and an abandoned
incinerator and landfill.

Objective
CKIC hope Reinventing Cities will set
new standards of carbon‐neutral
and resilient development and will
enable the implementation of
projects across a wide range of
architecture, typology and usage.
With this competition, we are
calling the private actors to work
with us to identify new solutions
and to deliver the city of tomorrow,
today.

Circular Cities Project
How to use Circular Economy as an
innovation tool in the Municipalities for
strengthening capacity for systemic
innovation.
Cities across Europe now unite in a project
with the aim of developing a shared circular
economy approach to urban development.
The aim of the project is to identify best
practices and act as city role models to
engage other cities on the track towards
circularity.
The Circular Cities project offers a knowledge
exchange platform for both pioneering first
mover cities and cities closely following
behind with regards to embedding Circular
Economy principles into their urban
operations.

Objective
Facilitate collaboration and learning
between businesses, researcher,
political and administrative spheres
with the intention of implementing
Circular Economy principles into the
city administration’s day to day
operations as well as the city’s
systems

Four Cities in Skåne pioneers in sustainable urban food
centres
Turning excess heat into local produce for
greener cities
The Swedish cities of Malmö, Oskarshamn,
Lund and Bjuv in collaboration with CKIC, SLU,
E.ON, ICA Fastigheter is exploring how to
establish sustainable urban food production
using waste heat as a resource.
The purpose of the process has been to
develop creative and innovative ideas for the
creation of urban food production centres
powered by waste heat from industry and
district heating systems.
56 solution
18 different countries
24 selected solutions for phase II
3 Consortia in the final
2M SEK in Prize award

Objective
Uncover solutions and concepts that
directly relate to the process of
growing and selling food in urban
areas using residual heat as an
input..
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